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Abstract

Background: Most people living with multiple long-term condition multimorbidity (MLTC-M) are under 65 (defined as
‘early onset’). Earlier and greater accrual of long-term conditions (LTCs) may be influenced by the timing and nature of
exposure to key risk factors, wider determinants or other LTCs at different life stages. We have established a research
collaboration titled ‘MELD-B’ to understand how wider determinants, sentinel conditions (the first LTC in the lifecourse)
and LTC accrual sequence affect risk of early-onset, burdensome MLTC-M, and to inform prevention interventions.
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Aim:Our aim is to identify critical periods in the lifecourse for prevention of early-onset, burdensomeMLTC-M, identified
through the analysis of birth cohorts and electronic health records, including artificial intelligence (AI)-enhanced analyses.

Design: We will develop deeper understanding of ‘burdensomeness’ and ‘complexity’ through a qualitative evidence
synthesis and a consensus study. Using safe data environments for analyses across large, representative routine healthcare
datasets and birth cohorts, we will apply AI methods to identify early-onset, burdensome MLTC-M clusters and sentinel
conditions, develop semi-supervised learning to match individuals across datasets, identify determinants of burdensome
clusters, and model trajectories of LTC and burden accrual. We will characterise early-life (under 18 years) risk factors for
early-onset, burdensome MLTC-M and sentinel conditions. Finally, using AI and causal inference modelling, we will model
potential ‘preventable moments’, defined as time periods in the life course where there is an opportunity for intervention
on risk factors and early determinants to prevent the development of MLTC-M. Patient and public involvement is integrated
throughout.

Keywords
Life course, multimorbidity, long-term conditions, health, burdensome, complex, artificial intelligence, birth cohorts,
routine healthcare datasets, prevention
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Background

A growing number of people are living with multiple long-
term condition multimorbidity (MLTC-M). Factors such as
demographic characteristics (e.g. age, ethnicity), lifecourse
events (e.g. infections, accidents), behaviours (e.g. smoking,
diet) and broader experiences (e.g. the environment people
grew up in, their education, work, income) influence the
chances of developing MLTC-M. MLTC-M occurs earlier in
the lifecourse among people from more socioeconomically
and demographically disadvantaged backgrounds.1 The
burden of MLTC-M, and the sequence that people develop
conditions, also vary. To meet the significant challenge of
preventing early-onset, burdensome and complex MLTC-M
there is a need to clarify the meaning of burdensomeness and
complexity and, taking a lifecourse approach, to understand
the influence of wider determinants (such as social, eco-
nomic, and environmental factors), the role of sentinel
conditions and the sequence of long-term condition (LTC)
accrual. We have therefore designed a research collaboration
titled ‘MELD-B’ to harness the potential of artificial intel-
ligence (AI) to handle the complexity of analyses required to
discover insights from complex national social and routine
datasets across the lifecourse.

Long term condition accrual and sentinel conditions

Earlier and greater accrual of long-term conditions (LTCs)
may be influenced by the timing and nature of the exposure
to key risk factors, wider determinants or other LTCs at
different life stages. However, existing studies have limited
time frames (5-20 years of follow up mostly during
adulthood) and limited analyses of LTC accrual sequence.

The sequence of a) risk factors and b) LTCs may be a key
determinant of the nature and burden of LTC clusters.2–5

In earlier developmental work we introduced the term
‘sentinel condition’ to describe the first LTC that an indi-
vidual develops in their lifecourse as part of a subsequent
MLTC-M cluster.6 The timing and nature of sentinel con-
ditions may influence subsequent clusters, which then in-
fluence the nature and risk of burden and outcomes. Clinical
diagnosis leads to actions such as medication, specialist
referral, and self-management advice. Such actions affect
future trajectories. The time point of diagnosis and asso-
ciated actions therefore also become important determinants
of future MLTC-M, and this will be explored within the
MELD-B collaboration.2,3

Lifecourse determinants of MLTC-M

Developmental Origins of Health and Disease (DOHaD)
has become an established research field linking aetiology
of disease in adulthood with environmental exposures in
utero and early life.7 Preconception and pregnancy are
important periods and the concept of ‘fetal programming’
has emerged whereby a stimulus or insult during that period
can have permanent effects on structure, physiology and
metabolic system of offspring.8–12 Epigenetics is a bio-
logical pathway underlying DOHaD, where permanent
effects of transient environmental influences alter epigenetic
gene regulation.12,13 Socioeconomic disadvantage is key in
shaping developmental life experiences.14 Analyses in the
Hertfordshire cohort study showed that paternal social class
was associated with future multimorbidity.15 In the Aber-
deen Children of the 1950s (ACONF) cohort, lower father’s
social class at birth was associated with early-onset
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multimorbidity.16 In the 1970 British Cohort Study
(BCS70) those with fathers from unskilled occupational
groups (vs. professional) at birth had 43% higher risk of
early-onset multimorbidity.17 Recent policy has also fo-
cused on the importance of early life in shaping health and
disease. The 2019 Health and Social Care Select Committee
report described how “The first 1000 days of life, from
conception to age 2, is a critical phase during which the
foundations of a child’s development are laid.”18 Recom-
mendations from research commissioned by the Royal
Foundation of the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge in-
cluded the importance of promoting education and sup-
ported wide dissemination of evidence on the primacy of the
early years.19 Despite previous research evidence, there
remains a need to explore wider early-life determinants,
defined as the period from pre-conception until age 18, on
the combinations of LTCs.

Burden and complexity

MLTC-M analyses would be greatly enhanced by a better
understanding of burdensomeness and complexity, and
what they mean to patients and carers. MLTC-M is com-
monly defined as having two or more LTCs, but there is a
need to move away from LTC counts towards a more so-
phisticated understanding of MLTC-M, considering the
interplay between wider social determinants and disease, the
influence of mental and physical conditions, and the im-
portance of disease stage/severity. Conceptualisation of
some of the challenges experienced by patients is encap-
sulated in the ‘cumulative complexity model, which in-
cludes the concept of ‘treatment burden, patient workload
and ‘capacity’, and was included in the National Institute for
Health and Care Excellence multimorbidity guidance.5,20–23

For people with greater clinical complexity and fewer
available resources, total workload might outweigh ‘ca-
pacity’ (ability to manage workload conferred by treatment
and the demands of everyday life) and risk treatment
failure.24 High treatment burden is associated with poor
quality-of-life and lower treatment adherence, potentially
leading to worse outcomes and health service
inefficiency.25–29 In a cross sectional study of 835 people
with multimorbidity, higher treatment burden was associ-
ated with younger age (people aged 55-64 vs. those over
65).30 In MELD-B we will consider a broad scope of
‘burdensomeness’ and ‘complexity’ that includes treatment
burden as well as disease burden and broader psychosocial
factors.

Aim

Our aim is to identify critical periods in the lifecourse for
prevention of early-onset (under 65), burdensome MLTC-
M, identified through the analysis of birth cohorts and

electronic health records. We will use artificial intelligence
(AI)-enhanced epidemiological analysis and disseminate
our findings to policy makers,establishing pathways to
policy and practice impact.

Research plan/methods

Study design

The study uses a mixed methods approach that combines
qualitative evidence synthesis and quantitative analysis of
birth cohorts and electronic health records. This will be
achieved through five complementary work packages, a
patient and public advisory board, and an expert advisory
group, as shown in Figure 1.

Research objectives

Work Package 1 - ‘Burden and complexity’:

1.1 Develop a deeper understanding of what ‘bur-
densomeness’ and ‘complexity’ mean to people
living with early-onset MLTC-M, their carers and
healthcare professionals.

1.2 Produce a suite of burdensomeness/complexity in-
dicators for routine healthcare data as
burdensomeness/complexity domains for use in
clustering and clinical practice.

Work Package 2 - ‘Trustworthy and Responsible AI’:

2.1 Provide the safe data environment and readiness for
AI analyses across routine healthcare data (Secure
Anonymised Information Linkage (SAIL) Databank
and Clinical Practice Research Datalink (CPRD))
and birth cohort data (National Child Development
Study (NCDS), Aberdeen Children of the 1950s
(ACONF), 1970 British Cohort Study (BCS70)).

2.2 Harmonise specified LTCs across birth cohorts and
routine data.

Work Package 3 ‘Sequencing and Clustering’:

3.1 Use the burdensomeness/complexity indicators and
apply AI methods to identify novel burdensome
early-onset MLTC-M clusters in routine data.

3.2 Develop and apply semi-supervised learning to
match individuals in birth cohorts into the routine
data MLTC-M clusters and identify early-life and
later determinants of the burdensome clusters using
the matched datasets.

3.3 Describe and model trajectories of LTC and burden
accrual towards burdensome clusters.
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Work Package 4 ‘Lifecourse prevention’:

4.1 Identify and characterise clusters of early life ex-
posures (risk factors for early-onset, burdensome
MLTC-M and sentinel conditions) and characterise
population groups at risk of future MLTC-M in
early-life (prebirth-18 years).

4.2 Identify critical time points and key lifecourse
targets for MLTC-M prevention and model
counterfactual prevention scenarios acting on
combined risk factors at the specified timepoints
(prebirth-18 years).

Cross WP3 and WP4 objectives:

4.3 Investigate the influence of sentinel conditions and
sequence of accrual of wider determinants, condi-
tions and burdensome factors in the development of
early-onset, burdensome MLTC-M clusters.

4.4 Compare AI and causal inference modelling for
potential early-life (0-18) ‘preventable moments’

trajectory, defined as time periods in the life course
where there is an opportunity for intervention on risk
factors and early determinants to prevent the de-
velopment of MLTC-M, and exploring alternative
trajectories based on models of policies/strategies/
interventions and outcomes.

Work Package 5 ‘People, Policy, and Impact’:

5.1 Identify key stakeholders and engage them in: 1)
exploring timepoints and targets to prevent/delay
specified sentinel conditions and early-onset, bur-
densome MLTC-M, 2) opportunities to narrow
health inequalities and, 3) optimal dissemination
strategies and pathways to impact.

5.2 In partnership with the patient and public advisory
board, engage with stakeholders to co-produce
public health implementation recommendations
based on our research, and produce a policy and
practice engagement strategy to disseminate findings
through multiple channels.

Figure 1. Study work package structure.
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Dataset summary

The majority of work within this Research Collaboration
involves the use of two large, pseudonymised linked routine
healthcare datasets and three anonymised linked birth co-
hort datasets. Work package 1 also involves the recruitment
of individuals to take part in a Delphi study; the details of
this are given in the relevant work package sections below.

Longitudinal birth cohort studies datasets

The Aberdeen Children of the 1950s (ACONF) includes
children born in Aberdeen, Scotland between 1950 and 1956,
in total there are 12,150 cohort members, and participants were
traced in their forties (2002) and linked to hospital and mental
health admissions, maternity records, cancer registers, and
death records. TheNational Child Development Study (NCDS)
has followed all children born in England, Scotland andWales
in one week in 1958. In total 17,415 cohort members have
been followed up over 12 sweeps – birth, 7, 11, 16, 23, 33, 42,
44, 46 50 and 55. The 1970 British Cohort Study (BCS70) has
followed all children born in England, Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland in one week in 1970. In total 17,196 cohort
members have been followed up over 10 sweeps – birth, 5, 10,
16, 26, 30, 34, 38, 42, 46. Both the NCDS and BCS70 have
collected information on socioeconomics, family background,
cognitive development, educational, employment, partner-
ships, fertility, health and health-related behaviour and can be
linked to hospital episode statistics.

Routine health datasets

The Secure Anonymised Information Linkage (SAIL) Data-
bank contains a range of anonymised linked individual-level,
population-scale data sources for the population of Wales,
including approximately 3.1 million people. Linked SAIL
data sources contain health, administrative and anonymised
demographic/geographic information for the population of
Wales, collected between 2000 and 2022. The Clinical
Practice Research Database (CPRD) includes both CPRD
GOLD and CPRD Aurum providing data on over 60 million
people between 2010 and 2022 and over 45 million people
available for data linkage in England. Data is collected from
GP practices and primary care data fully coded electronic
health records, and includes pharmacy and pathology records
(Vision® or EMIS®).

Methods, design and analysis for specific
work packages

Work package 1: ‘Burden and complexity’

The aim of this work package is to develop a deeper un-
derstanding of what ‘burdensomeness’ and ‘complexity’

mean to people living with early-onset MLTC-M, their
carers and healthcare professionals, and to use this to inform
data curation (WP2), AI analyses (WP3) and future pre-
ventative strategies (WP4/5). We will develop a list of
burdensomeness/complexity attributes that might be iden-
tified and characterised in routine healthcare data as
burdensomeness/complexity indicators. We will refine these
indicators with people who live with (or care for people
with) MLTC-M, healthcare professionals and MLTC-M
experts and identify burden that might be prevented/
reduced.

Qualitive evidence synthesis. We will conduct a qualitative
evidence synthesis (QES) to collate findings of relevant
qualitative studies on the experience of living with
MLTC-M.31 We will summarise the scope/QES question
using the ‘PerSPecTIF’ framework 32 and register the
protocol on ‘PROSPERO’.33 Literature searching will
follow Cochrane’s Handbook for Systematic Reviews of
Interventions, ‘Qualitative Evidence’ guidance,34 and we
will search Database including: MEDLINE (EBSCO),
PsycINFO (EBSCO), CINAHL (EBSCO), Cochrane
Library, EMBASE (EBSCOhost) as well as grey litera-
ture and backward/forward manual searching. Date re-
striction (post 2000) will be applied to ensure relevance,
and inclusion criteria will include qualitative studies,
studies exploring lived experience/management of mul-
timorbidity and mixed methods studies with a qualitative
element. Exclusion criteria include single-condition
studies with comorbidities and studies in children
(older adults are not excluded but age distribution of
participants will be considered and reported). However,
we anticipate the inclusion and exclusion criteria will be
developed iteratively over the course of the study. Two
researchers will screen independently, and a third will
adjudicate conflicts.

Data extraction will be completed in two stages with the
support of public contributors: Stage 1: contextual details
(including population, context, methodology, recruitment,
data collection, analysis), and Stage 2: individual study
findings. Data synthesis methods will be finalised when the
included studies are established.35 We will follow ‘RE-
TREAT’ guidance to choose methodology.36 ‘Best Fit
Framework Synthesis’ may be most appropriate as it
adopts a predominantly deductive approach with a pre-
specified framework while allowing inductive
elements.37,38 The cumulative complexity model will be
the framework as it is patient-centred.22 Thematic Syn-
thesis or meta-ethnography will also be considered and we
will learn from a review of qualitative systematic
reviews.39,40 We will evaluate our QES using NVIVO
(data management), CORE-Q (quality appraisal),41 EN-
TREQ (reporting)42 and GRADE CERQual (degree of
confidence in our findings).43
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Consensus study. Using findings from the QES, we will
build consensus amongmultimorbidity experts and patients/
carers of people with MLTC-M on:

· Which aspects of burdensomeness/complexity can be
identified and characterised in routine healthcare
data?

· Which aspects of burdensomeness/complexity might
be reduced or prevented?

· Which indicators are most important to patients and
carers?

The Delphi technique is widely used in LTC
research.44–46 Ours will comprise three rounds. In round
one, participants will independently rank a series of
questions about potential indicators related to ‘bur-
densomeness’ and, ‘complexity’ using a four-point Likert
scale. Health professionals/MLTC-M experts will indicate
whether they believe the indicator can be characterised in
routine data, and patients and carers will be asked to rank its
importance to them. We will use a similar process to seek
consensus on potentially preventable burdensomeness/
complexity aspects from patient, carer and expert per-
spectives. Each domain will include free-text response
sections, including opportunity to suggest other indica-
tors that might be important to collect in the future. Panel
recruitment will involve non-probability purposive
sampling of about twelve healthcare professionals/
MLTC-M experts and twelve adults who live with
MLTC-M (or represent people who do) to achieve suf-
ficient numbers and a range of participants by age, sex,
ethnicity, profession, and geographical location.47 Par-
ticipants will be primarily UK-based (as indicators will
be applied in UK data). Participants will be required to
respond across all rounds, but may withdraw at any time,
and written, informed consent will be obtained from
participants. Indicators and preventable aspects from the
QES will be used to develop survey rounds.46 We will use
study team, PPI Advisory Board and Expert Advisory
group input to ensure clarity and ‘sense check’ questions,
ensuring they cover aspects important to patients/carers.
We will pilot the survey with iterative feedback to im-
prove structure and readability. In Rounds 2 and 3,
content will be iterated to incorporate qualitative com-
ments from preceding stages, fed back in quantitative

form. Consensus will be defined as >75% (the median
level of agreement threshold from a systematic review of
Delphi studies).48 of participants agreeing or disagreeing
about:

1) Importance to patients,
2) Identifiability in routine data and,
3) Potential for prevention.

Work package 2: ‘Trustworthy and responsible AI’

The aim of this work package is to design, build and operate
a trustworthy and responsible environment for research into
AI pipelines exploring early onset, burdensome MLTC-M
using our routine and birth cohort datasets. By adopting and
complying fully with principles defined by the DHSC AI
Code of Conduct “A guide to good practice for digital and
data-driven health technologies”49 and the “Five Safes”
framework,50 We will ensure AI activities deliver benefits to
society that are ethical, valuable, fair, safe, legal and con-
ducted reflecting principles of open science including data/
code transparency, interoperability, and standardisation.
Equality, Diversity and Inclusion will be assessed relating to
Public Sector Equality Duty under Section 149(1) and (3) of
the Equality Act (2010).

Safe people, settings and data. We will address the need for
“Safe People” by providing training to the research team in
the guiding principles of the AI Code of Conduct and access
to eLearning materials for clinical good practice, data se-
curity awareness and working with Trusted Research En-
vironments (TREs). We will operate an information
governance framework to manage data assets and associated
legal and ethical risks, obtaining necessary approvals for
storage, processing and linking. Having established “Safe
data” through assessment of risk of reidentification and data
owner constraints, curation pipelines will be provisioned in
Swansea, Southampton, Aberdeen, UK Data Service (See
Table 1).51,52 These nationally distributed TREs will pro-
vide “Safe Settings” to ensure data-related activities are
undertaken securely and safely in accordance with data
protection law and data licensing constraints. We will then
explore processes supporting 1) cross-institutional collab-
oration for MELD-B researchers, 2) Machine Learning
Operations (MLOps, experiment management, provenance

Table 1. Trusted research environment and datasets.

TRE Datasets

SAIL Databank, Swansea SAIL linked data sources
NHS DSPT Compliant Secure Research Environment, Southampton CPRD
Grampian Data Safe Haven, Aberdeen ACONF record-linked to routinely available secondary care data
UK Data Service BSC70 and NCDS record-linked to hospital episode statistics
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tracking, containerisation, etc.) in each setting for reliable
and repeatable data engineering and model development,
and 3) federated learning, testing and validation of models.

Data readiness and curation. We will implement data engi-
neering and curation processes to assess, prepare and
harmonise data for analysis. MELD-B brings together
routine and birth cohort data requiring development of
reusable data engineering functions to prepare data such as
metadata annotations, harmonisation of variables related to
burdensomeness state space and generation of optimal data
structures for analysis (e.g., timeseries events, graphs). We
will develop specifications and tools to assess data readiness
levels considering emerging data requirements from novel
MELD- B algorithms for clustering, sequencing and
counterfactual analyses. We will address challenges of
accuracy, semantic consistency, missing data, bias and
power, and implement processes for lifecourse burdensome
state reconstruction by:

- Semantically aligning data with SNOMED CT medical
terminology through existing mappings (e.g.,ICD10)
and generate new mappings for prioritised variables in
birth cohort data by processing metadata using se-
mantic alignment and natural language processing.

- Profiling data to generate summary metadata including
occurring patterns, frequencies and distributions, and dis-
tinct or missing values in a column, data types of attributes.

- Combining generated metadata with contextual in-
formation captured by WP1 structured in formal on-
tology to provide a contextualised metadata summary
for reporting, audit and harmonisation across the AIM
programme.

We will define a data quality model for analysis of
lifecourse burdensomeness allowing systematic measure-
ment and assessment against metrics for completeness,
uniqueness, timeliness, validity, accuracy, and consistency.
We will address bias and fairness as critical elements of
model fairness and ensure outcomes do not discriminate
against groups, and to clearly explain limitations in models.
We will ensure that principles of fairness and responsible AI
practices are adopted by everyone involved in data selection
and algorithmic decisions. Bias will be addressed qualita-
tively by engaging stakeholders, guided by the expert ad-
visory group. We will also address bias by applying a formal
model of data pre-processing operations (feature selection,
feature engineering, imputation and listwise deletion, re-
sampling, outlier removal, smoothing/normalisation and
encoding) to record operator’s effect on the data, logging
operations during processing through code-instrumentation.

Safe outputs and open science. We will ensure FAIR
(Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable) data

stewardship, model curation and research integrity. AI
pipelines will be developed using containers (Docker,
Singularity) and described using container orchestration in
accordance with MLOps best practice. Models will be
developed in interactive environments such as Jupyter,
tracked using an experiment manager (e.g., MLFlow) and
built into software libraries for integration into workflows
(e.g., TensorFlow). Artefacts such as software libraries,
images, and notebooks will be made available through
open-source licenses (subject to code review and safe
output) allowing results to be replicated by others and re-
search outputs repeated/compared by others. We expect to
curate and make available metadata and data assets subject
to governance and license constraints.

LTC inclusion. Clinical Co-Is will review code lists and agree
LTC definition using existing clinical code lists including,
but not limited to, 40 LTCs from a paper by Hanlon et al
exploring associations between MLTC-M and adverse
health outcomes in UK Biobank and the SAIL Databank,
and 59 from a Delphi study by Ho et al that reached
consensus on LTCs that should ‘always’ or ‘usually’ be
included in MLTC-M analyses (noting that there is some
overlap with LTCs in Hanlon et al).53,54 We will explore
whether additional LTC codes from the CALIBER platform,
Cambridge, and SAIL are needed as our definition of
burdensome emerges.55–57 Clinicians will match birth co-
hort health variables to Read/SNOMED codes in routine
data. We will then harmonise LTC definitions across
BCS70/NCDS/ACONF/SAIL and CPRD where possible.

Work package 3: ‘Sequencing and clustering’

The aim of this work package is to cluster individuals within
the space of burdensomeness indicators and analyse de-
terminants of clusters and sequence of acquisition of bur-
densome features for individuals in those clusters.
Burdensome clusters will initially be identified in CPRD/
SAIL that include information on later life. We will then
develop methodology to connect birth cohort data with
these clusters, permitting inference across the comple-
mentary birth cohort and routine datasets to identify early-
life determinants of burden. Finally, we will identify and
analyse the sequence of sentinel conditions and subsequent
accrual of burden in harmonised birth cohort and
routine data.

Clustering. We will apply AI technologies for clustering and
cluster interpretation iteratively, with a human expert in the
loop, on our routine GP datasets to elicit the structure of the
burdensomeness space and the prevalent trajectories of
evolution of MLTC-M within it. We will investigate how
transience of health conditions and components of burden
affect cluster stability, persistence and membership over
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time to inform our dynamical modelling of trajectories to
burdensome MLTC-M. Methods to achieve this may in-
clude agglomerative, hierarchical, k-prototypes and
graphical clustering, and XGBoost-SHAP cluster
interpretation.

Inference across datasets. The birth cohort datasets contain
much richer information on early life than the routine
healthcare datasets; however birth cohort data are not
linked to routine healthcare data and we do not know
whether an individual represented in a birth cohort dataset
appears in a routine healthcare dataset or vice versa.
Therefore, to explore early-life predictors of burdensome
MLTC-M we will identify individuals in our birth cohort
datasets with patterns of clinical and social variables
similar to those predicting burdensome cluster member-
ship in the routine datasets. This will allow us to identify
individuals in the birth cohort datasets who are likely to
belong (now or in the future) to the burdensome clusters
and use explainable AI methods and causal DAG-based
models to determine early-life predictors of the burden-
some clusters. We will use semi-supervised learning to
classify individuals from our birth cohort datasets into the
clusters identified in our routine datasets, starting from
overlapping clinical and social variables recorded in the
two types of datasets. The specific variables used to infer
across datasets will be developed and refined throughout
the project.

Lifecourse trajectories and dynamical modelling. We will ex-
plore the sequence of exposure to lifecourse risk factors,
occurrence of the sentinel LTC and sequence of accrual of
other LTCs and burdensome features in birth cohort and
routine datasets, and characterise those that lead to early
MLTC-M in the burdensome clusters. This may indicate
how the order of acquisition of conditions influences the
development of MLTC-M and suggest points of interven-
tion. We will build dynamical models of the acquisition of
LTCs, elements of burden and risk factors leading to bur-
densome MLTC-M and compare them with data on the
dates of acquisition of these features by individuals in the
routine and birth cohort datasets. We will investigate the risk
of developing a given condition or burdensome element,
conditional on the sequence and timing of prior acquisition
of LTCs and aspects of burden over the lifecourse. By
exploring counterfactual scenarios, such as a change in
sequencing or timing of conditions or risk factors, we aim to
identify key timepoints at which to address specific risk
factors in the prevention of onset of the specified burden-
some MLTC-M clusters. Methods to achieve this may in-
clude statistical multistate modelling and approximate
Bayesian computation in combination with individual-
based modelling.

Work package 4: ‘Lifecourse prevention’

The aim of this work package is to identify the important
early-life (from preconception, pregnancy, and birth to
childhood and adolescent) characteristics of population
groups at risk of future early-onset multimorbidity and use
this characterisation to model the nature and timing of
targeted public health prevention scenarios of early-onset,
burdensome/complex MLTC-M through examining coun-
terfactual scenarios of lower risk. We will do this through:

Characterisation of early health, social, economic and environ-
mental risk factors. We will explore the early health, be-
havioural, social, economic and environmental
characteristics of population groups and their risk of sentinel
conditions and early-onset, burdensome MLTC-M. We will
do this through describing clusters of early life exposures
(potential determinants of early-onset, burdensome MLTC-
M and sentinel conditions) and characterising their com-
ponents, pattern, and time trend.Wewill start with a long list
of candidate determinants from the three birth cohorts and
SAIL Databank , and develop criteria for selection guided
by a conceptual model, degree of association with target
outcomes, public and patient input, scoping the relevant
literature and policy directions.

Causal inference. Utilising a causal inference approach to
visualise apriori knowledge and assumptions about what
confounds and mediates relationships of interest we will
explore adopting a directed acyclic graph (DAG)-based
approach informed by the generated early life clusters based
on the project data, prior evidence, biological plausibility
and patient and public involvement. The outcomes will be
informed by findings from work packages 1 and 3.

Identification of critical time-points for public health
interventions. We will examine the nature and critical time-
points for potential public health interventions of early-
onset multimorbidity and the elements within clusters of
risk factors that are most important to act on for early
prevention. Using counterfactual scenarios of prevention,
we will conduct comparative analysis to specify what is
most effective in reducing early-onset multimorbidity risk;
action on individual risk factors (classical public health
approach) or simultaneous action on a combination of risk
factors at specific time-points between pre-birth and
18 years. We will the explore the use of methods such as
adjusted population attributable fractions or G-methods or
which deal with time varying exposures to estimate the
effect of hypothetical interventions at critical points before
adulthood (pre-birth to 18 years) on the prevention of
multimorbidity and burdensomeness.58 Such methods es-
timate potential outcomes under less restrictive conditions
than standard regression methods and there is less risk of
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biased estimates due to over-adjustment.59 These also
follow a DAG approach to represent causal assumptions and
compare time-varying joint and dynamic interventions.

Work Package 5: ‘People, policy, and impact’

The aim of this work package is to connect emerging
findings with relevant stakeholders in order to identify
appropriate intervention opportunities, effective means of
dissemination and effective policy outputs. Through
learning from each work package, and engagement and co-
production with key stakeholders, we aim to identify pre-
vention opportunities across the life course and establish
pathways to policy and practice impact. We will establish a
Policy and Practice Engagement Strategy and undertake:

1. Stakeholder analysis to identify key MLTC-M
stakeholders and identify key stakeholders relevant
to emerging findings.

2. Policy workshops to review burdensomeness/
complexity and prioritising policy/practice outputs.

3. On-going stakeholder engagement, in partnership
with the PPI Advisory Board.

These activities we will help us to prioritise populations,
timepoints and determinants to target for the prevention/
delay of specified sentinel conditions and early-onset,
burdensome MLTC-M, and to identify opportunities to
narrow health inequalities. We will also determine the most
effective ways to disseminate findings and ensure pathways
to impact. Finally, we will co-produce public health and

practice implementation recommendations based on this
research and determined by its findings.

PPI advisory board. Our PPI lead will, along with a PPI
Officer, will lead the PPIE structure in MELD-B, with a
team of PPIE contributors forming a Patient and Public
Advisory Board. We will seek diversity among PPIE
contributors, considering age, sex, multimorbidity experi-
ence, ethnicity, and background, and contributors will be
drawn from across our collaboration sites. The PPI Advi-
sory Board will meet regularly, and meetings will be chaired
by our PPI lead, and co-chaired by a PPI member. PPI
members will be paid according to the NIHR payment
guidance.60 We will create a safe, supportive environment
for PPI contributors to bring their knowledge and experi-
ence. In addition, we will work with PPI groups in Glasgow,
which is an ideal context to explore multimorbidity and
socioeconomic deprivation. We will also consult with the
public and communities beyond the PPI Board and Glasgow
groups as guided by our developing findings and objectives,
linking into diverse communities and networks.

Outputs

The outputs we aim to generate from theMELD-B Research
Collaboration are summarised in Figure 2.

Ethics approvals and dissemination

The study will be conducted in accordance with the UK
Policy Framework for Health and Social Care Research.

Figure 2. MELD-B research collaboration outputs by work package.
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Ethics approval has been obtained from the University of
Southampton Faculty of Medicine Ethics committee
(ERGO II Reference 66810).

The regulatory authorities will be notified of any sub-
sequent non-substantial amendments deemed necessary for
the study. The appropriate approvals will be sought for any
substantial amendments, and the appropriate approvals and
processes will be followed for linked datasets (NCDS/
BCS70/ACONF).

The dissemination of our findings will be achieved
through academic (conferences, academic papers, har-
monising datasets for wider user and working with other
award holders) and non-academic (social media, website,
blog and a podcast) channels. Central to our dissemination
plans is to ensure that our findings have maximum impact,
particularly to non-academic audiences. We will undertake
broad engagement activities with our Patient and Public
Advisory Board and other key stakeholders to identify
potential for impact from outputs. Our extensive con-
nections in local and national Public Health will help
facilitate this.

Discussion/conclusion

Challenges

The MELD-B research collaboration will face several
practical and operational challenges, we recognise that
new challenges will emerge and change as the project
progresses, and it is not possible to anticipate every
eventuality. However, challenges include gaining access
to five separate datasets, harmonisation and volume- and
quality- control of variables across these datasets.
Methodological challenges include ensuring we utilise
the most appropriate methods to use as these are likely to
vary depending on the questions being addressed through
the life of the project as new ideas emerge. It is also
important we ensure that our Patient and Public Advisory
Board are embedded in the project from its conception
and that PPI colleagues are supported to provide mean-
ingful contributions across all work packages. The de-
velopment and understanding of new definitions and
terminology across disciplines of public health, epide-
miology, data science and computer science and engaging
relevant stakeholders before we have findings will also be
challenging. Additionally, an important aspect we face is
the scale of the project – we are likely to have a team of
over 40 members, across multiple locations and institu-
tions in the UK, with different skills sets and disciplines
who are working together to achieve multiple objectives
in a short space of time. Therefore, managing the dy-
namics associated with such a large, complex project is a
recognised issue.

Potential impact

Traditional models of prevention (primary, secondary, ter-
tiary) are limited in application to multimorbidity, partic-
ularly when considering the accrual of conditions over the
lifecourse. The Academy of Medical Sciences emphasised
prevention of early-onset MLTC-M clusters and targeting
individual risk and its research priorities included identi-
fying ‘the burden caused by common clusters of condi-
tions’.61 It highlighted conditions in common clusters with
much less evidence on prevention, such as depression.61,62

Public Health England has highlighted the importance of a
lifecourse approach and identifying critical points for in-
tervention: ‘Unlike a disease-oriented approach, which
focuses on interventions for a single condition often at a
single life stage, a lifecourse approach considers the critical
stages, transitions, and settings where large differences can
be made in promoting or restoring health and wellbeing.’63

Moreover, public health interventions focusing on wider
determinants are highly cost-effective, averaging a fivefold
return on investment.64 From a public health perspective,
characterising the sequence of accrual of conditions and
their determinants across the whole lifecourse would give
the opportunity to identify critical timepoints for
population-level prevention efforts.

In summary, the MELD-B Research Collaboration aims
to fill several key gaps in the research evidence in MLTC-M
and thereby influence policy and practice. It will achieve
this by developing a deeper understanding of the lived
experience of ‘burdensomeness’ and ‘complexity’ of
multimorbidity, identifying new clusters of burdensome
MLTC-M and their key early-life risk factors, mapping
trajectories across the lifecourse towards burdensome
clusters in those under 65, and modelling prevention sce-
narios to inform policy.
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